April 27, 1938.

Dearest:

Your card written Sunday & 24th has come through. I hope Bobby didn’t make a face during the X-Ray picture, and that the results are reassuring, or at least helpful.

Please tell Mr. Zaw his house and others near it are still occupied. The sign has been taken down, and markers for the present use are the only indicators visible from the road. I will watch for future change.

Jedious days on all sorts of detail, with almost no thinking or reading apart from current news.

Maybe will have some more reports by 30th for “Dah”, but all seems very slow amid many annoying problems.
Improved mails are surely a help. You know that $50 money order may now be sent—That is limit per day to any one person. So where definite address is known that method is recommended for promptness and safety.

Love to you as always, my wife—

Earle